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“I took particular care in collecting the words of every peculiar 
nation we met with, that I might be enabled to form an idea of 
the whole, and how far all the languages are related to each 
other. I soon perceived, that in general, the five nations already 
enumerated, spoke a language differing only in a few words, 
and that for the greater part, the difference consisted in a few 
vowels or consonants, though the words still preserved a great 
affinity; nay, many were absolutely the same in all the dialects. 
I could therefore no longer doubt, that they were all descended 
from the same original stem, and that the differences in the 
language arose only from the difficulty of pronouncing 
consonants, which some sounded more easily, whilst others, 
either changed, or entirely omitted them.ˮ

Reinhold Forster, Observations made during a Voyage round the World 
(London 1784), 277-8



Austronesian language family (a.k.a. Malayo-Polynesian) 
1276 languages (Glottolog 3.3, 2018) from Madagascar to Rapa Nui

Resemblance noted as early as 1707 by Adrianus Reland



Comparative grammars:
Franz Bopp, Vergleichende Grammatik des Sanskrit, Zend, Griechischen, 
Lateinischen, Gothischen und Deutschen (Berlin 1833-52)

Peter Stephen Du Ponceau, Mémoire sur le système grammatical des 
langues de quelques nations Indiennes de l’Amerique du Nord (Paris 1838)

Wilhelm von Humboldt (ed. Eduard Buschmann), Über die Kawi-Sprache
auf der Insel Java (Berlin 1836-39)

Ernest Renan, Histoire générale et système comparé des langues
sémitiques (Paris 1855)

Robert Caldwell, A comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South-Indian 
Family of Languages (London 1856)

Hans Conon von der Gabelentz, Die Melanesischen Sprachen (Leipzig 1860)

Wilhelm Bleek, A comparative Grammar of the South African Languages
(London 1862-67)



High-prestige languages:
Old, dead, holy, venerable, arcane, literary, 
of high culture, belonging to great empires
Sanskrit, Chinese, Greek, Latin
Arabic, Hebrew, Persian
Gothic, Althochdeutsch, Anglo-Saxon, Provençal
English, French, German

Such as not: American, African, Oceanic, 
Siberian, South Indian languages

Identification of ‘scientific’ with ‘historical-comparative’:
heuristically stronger than just comparative grammar
Sound shift laws, reconstructions, genealogies, demarcating families 
require / made much easier by old texts > overlap with philology



Typological problems:
How to distinguish and demarcate language families?
How to distinguish between language and dialect?
How many types of languages are there?
How to determine the grammar of an unwritten language (or one 
without a grammatical tradition) > knowing better than the speakers?
How to correctly render the sounds of an unwritten/dead language?
What are the borders of a ‘word’ in an unwritten language?

Relatively easy cases: Malayan/Polynesian, Dravidian, Bantu
Difficult cases: Native American, West African, Papuan



Outline
1. Humboldt’s sources

Observation, compilation, ‘language material’
What is it? How is it produced, and by whom?

2. Kawi and/as Malayo-Polynesian
From language material to linguistic data
What transformations/reformulations does it undergo?
What happens to language when it becomes an object of study?

3. Comparative grammar for 
non-Indo-European languages
‘Fieldwork’ as a problematic category
‘High-prestige’ vs. ‘Low-prestige’ languages
Parallel trajectories of language study



“Ich habe durch Crawfurds außerordentliche Güte 
endlich den Text des von Raffles so fehlerhaft 
abgedruckten Kavi Gedichtes erhalten. Zum Theil ist 
eine Javanische Paraphrase der einzelnen Wörter 
und eine Javanische Uebersetzung dabei. Dies neue 
Hülfsmittel veranlaßt mich eine schon fertige Schrift 
über das Kavi ganz von neuem durchzuarbeiten.ˮ

Wilhelm von Humboldt to August Wilhelm Schlegel,
24 October 1832



Brata Yudha
[or Bharatayuddha]

Old Javanese adaptation of the
Mahabharata, dated ±1157 CE
Classic subject for Wayang
shadow puppet plays

Ca. 100 extant manuscripts
719 quatrains (in Raffles’ ms.)

Written in Kawi (Old Javanese), 
a dead literary language with
many Sanskrit loan words

First printed (partly) in 
Stamford Raffles’ 
History of Java (1817)



Humboldt’s main sources:
William Marsden, History of Sumatra (1787) and
Grammar of the Malayan Language (1812)
Model for Raffles as a compendium
Studied Malay as the Lingua franca of the East Indies

Thomas Stamford Raffles, History of Java (1817)
Compilation about Javanese geography, population, religion, 
commerce, languages, natural history etc.
Included map, images of Javanese people, analysis of Brata Yudha

John Crawfurd, History of the Indian Archipelago (1820)
‘Philosophical’ history analysing the level of civilization in Indonesia, 
incl. descriptions of Kawi, Jav., Malay, and ‘minor languages’
Also sent Humboldt his ms. of three Javanese dictionaries



Three different scholarly models:
William Marsden (1754-1836)
Clerk>secretary in Benkulu, later first secretary of the Admiralty
Combines this with life as a gentleman scholar
Collects oriental coins: numismatics as a source on early Islamic history

Thomas Stamford Raffles (1781-1826)
Temporary governor of Dutch Indies, founds Singapore
Highly efficient administrator and data collector
Delegates tasks: geographic survey of Java, botanical collection, 
illustrations of specimens, monuments, and people

John Crawfurd (1783-1868)
Trained as physician, resident of Singapore, diplomatic missions
Classifies everything: islands, temples, languages, races
Reasoned judgement overrules local sources/traditions



“The greatest portion of that which I have described, has fallen 
within the scope of my immediate observation; the remainder is 
either matter of common notoriety to every person residing in the 
island, or received upon the concurring opinion of gentlemen, whose 
situation in the East India Company's service, long acquaintance with 
the natives, extensive knowledge of their language, ideas, and 
manners. and respectability of character, render them worthy of the 
most implicit faith that can be given to human testimony.

I have been the more scrupulously exact on this particular, because 
my view was not, ultimately, to write an entertaining book, to which 
the marvellous might be thought to contribute not a little, but 
sincerely and conscientiously add the small portion in my power, to 
the general knowledge of the age; to throw some glimmering light on 
the path of the naturalist; and more especially to furnish those 
philosophers, whose labours have been directed to the investigation 
of the history of Man, with facts to serve as data to their reasonings.”

Marsden, History of Sumatra, vi-vii



Types of linguistic
information

Descriptions
with general characteristics, sounds, 
cultural/geographic spread

Sample texts
Marsden: parts of Malay Ramayana
Raffles: Brata Yudha

Comparative vocabularies
Raffles: Mal./Jav./Mad./Bali/Lampung, 
ceremonial Javanese (90 + 16 pp.)
Crawfurd: 266 words in 7 lang. groups

Alphabets

Manuscripts
Marsden: Bibliotheca Marsdeniana
Crawfurd: three Javanese dictionaries, 
integral Brata Yudha, 132 others

Grammars



Raffles’ version of the
Brata Yudha

Translated with the aid of two
Javanese nobles, Náta Kásuma
and Raden Saleh, a teenager 
who had studied in Calcutta
Facsimile of first page sent to
Humboldt; in older script than
Crawfurd’s ms.

(but both are not traditional 
palm leaf manuscripts > 
transcripts of mss. from Bali?)

His cousin Thomas Raffles
made a version in pentameters;
only small segments published









Main sources on Polynesian:
Word lists resulting from Cook’s voyages:

Reinhold Forster, Observations made during a Journey round the 
World (London 1778)
Tahitean vocabularies (ms.), collected by Joseph Banks

Grammars:

John Martin [as communicated by William Mariner], 
An Account of the Natives of the Tonga Islands with an original 
Grammar and Vocabulary of their Language (London 1817)
Samuel Lee [as communicated by Thomas Kendall and two Maoris], 
A Grammar and Vocabulary of the Language of New Zealand (1820)
John Davies, A Grammar of the Tahitean Dialect of the Polynesian 
Language (Tahiti 1823)







Humboldt and Harry Maitey

“Er is schwer zu zusammenhängenden
Redensarten in seiner Sprache zu
bringen, so daß er zur Erlernung der 
Grammatik weniger zu gebrauchen ist, 
als zur Wörterkenntniß. Ueberhaupt
scheint er viel von seiner Sprache
vergessen zu haben. Doch habe ich
das vollständige Sandwich-Pronomen 
durch ihn erhalten, und mich deutlich
überzeugt, daß die Sandwichische und
Tahitische Sprache sich bloß als 
Mundarten, meistentheils nur durch
leicht zu erkennende Buchstaben-
verwechslung von einander
Unterscheiden”

Kawi-Sprache vol. III, 438-9



Structure:

Introduction: On the Variety of 
Human Language

Book I: Connections between
India and Java

Book II: The Kawi Language

Book III: The Malayan Language 
Family [Sprachstamm]

Begun in the mid-1820s, years
after Humboldt’s stay in London
Published posthumously, 1836-39;
finished by Humboldt’s assistant, 
Eduard Buschmann



“Die Verschiedenheit des menschlichen Sprachbaues 
aufzusuchen, sie in ihrer wesentlichen Beschaffenheit zu 
schildern, die scheinbar unendliche Mannigfaltigkeit, von 
richtig gewählten Standpunkten aus, auf eine einfachere Weise 
zu ordnen, den Quellen jener Verschiedenheit, so wie ihrem 
Einfluß auf die Denkkraft, Empfindung und Sinnesart der 
Sprechenden nachzugehen, und durch alle Umwandlungen der 
Geschichte hindurch dem Gange der geistigen Entwicklung der 
Menschheit an der Hand der tief in dieselbe verschlungenen, 
sie von Stufe zu Stufe begleitenden Sprache zu folgen, ist das 
wichtige und vielumfassende Geschäft der allgemeinen 
Sprachkunde.”

Humboldt, Kawi-Sprache vol. III, 425





Humboldt at work:
identifying ‘meaningful
sounds’

Not just phonetic: 
greatest part devoted to
particles, prepositions, affixes

Comparing what grammatical
role these play in different 
Malayan/Polynesian languages

Principle of ‘Analogy’, i.e. 
regular structure of words
> if it’s not analogous, it’s
(probably) a loan word



“Denn nicht nur die grammatische Ansicht, sondern auch, was überall 
der überzeugendste Beweis der Stammverwandtschaft ist, die 
grammatischen Laute stimmen mit einander überein oder lassen sich 
sichtbar von einander ableiten. Hiervon sind schon bei der Entwicklung 
des grammatischen Baues der Kawi-Sprache vielfältige Beweise 
gegeben worden. Ich werde daher nicht bei den Wörtervergleichungen 
stehen bleiben, sondern vorzüglich in das Grammatische eingehen.”

Humboldt, Kawi-Sprache Vol. II, 220

“The tests applied, by the supporters of the theory, to prove the 
existence of a common original language, have consisted in an essential 
identity of a few words, and in a supposed common similarity of 
grammatical structure. To this last test, chiefly relied on by late German 
writers, I am not disposed to attach much weight, when applied to 
languages of remarkably simple structure, affording necessarily few 
salient points for comparison; and such is the case with all the insular 
languages.”

Crawfurd, Grammar and Dictionary of the Malay Language, iv



Crawfurd, A Grammar and
Dictionary of the Malay
Language (1852)

Dedicated to Humboldt’s brother

Criticizes Humboldt: Malayan and
Polynesian languages cannot be
related because

1. There are not that many resembling
or borrowed words

2. Polynesian languages lack many
consonants used in Malay/Jav.

3. You can form a sentence in 
Polynesian languages without using
Malayan words

4. Polynesians belong to a different race 
(taller, prettier)



‘Fieldwork’ as a problematic category:

Most of Humboldt’s information comes from high-ranking officials 
who work from centres of (colonial/federal) administration

For Marsden, Raffles, and Crawfurd gathering information and 
producing knowledge is both their hobby and their job
> which is part of the reason why they got that job 
> administrators as ‘human instruments’

Humboldt’s American informants (Pickering, Du Ponceau) are 
based in Boston/Philadelphia and are not regularly in contact with 
Native Americans; even get part of their information from Europe

Fieldwork as a space ‘in between’:
Being at a place where one has access to speakers and/or materials 
but also an office and a library



Linguistics as/or philology:

Humboldt distinguishes between Sprachwissenschaft and Philologie
(which French and English scholars back then did not)
But his programme is to trace the development of human culture 
and mind through language > needs rich textual sources

Jürgen Trabant: this is why Humboldt abandoned his American for
his Malayo-Polynesian studies (Weltansichten, 2012)

Strategies for increasing philological prestige:
1) Gathering and publishing folklore, mythology, epic poetry
2) Identifying ancestor languages
3) Highlighting linguistic complexity
4) Filling gaps in historical record



General trajectory: 
language > language material > linguistic data
[speaker > missionary/explorer/administrator > professional]

Fundamentally problematic: expert judgement requires autopsy
You can’t fully rely on reports by others, and being an expert means 
being able to make corrections
But experts are not necessarily better at speaking/understanding 
individual languages

Parallel trajectory: natural history of language
Language as a source of names for places, plants, animals
Language as a denominator of ethnic groups

This intersection takes place at every level of study: in situ, in 
administrative centres, and in European institutions/metropoles


